We are grateful for the time we had interacting with you. We
appreciate the amazing words you shared with us aswell as
the advice and lessons which we will take away with us forever
in both our work and personal lives.
”Your family will be there, always
with you.“

Marina Senami Monkoun

Achievement
Dhlakama

The "need to be comfortable in your own skin"
"What's in your head and heart can never be
taken away".
"The milestones in your life, make them count"

Pezu Mukwakwa

Zenanile Dlamini

”Do not be obsessed with the destination enjoy the
journey and learn along the way.“
”When you leave a room, leave it well you don’t
know when you might need to use it.“

” I appreciate the your vulnerability to us. It
was as though I was having a conversation
with my mum/aunt.“
“God does not make mistakes.”

Marina Imanishimwe

“Your simplicity makes your unique.
No matter how much successful one may
become, family always counts, and God is a
reliable friend.“

”This is a journey not a destination. Always
ask yourself how can I work hard to reach
my destination."
Marie Claire Nishimwe

”Serve humanity with humility. Drawing
the line that you won’t
cross or compromise.“

Kudakwashe
Chingono

Arielle
Guiadem

Rawan Taha

Camilla Malakasuka

”Nobody can take
away the knowledge
and exposure that
you acquire.“

"If you want to make a difference in
people's lives do not stand for injustice."
And "Hold your head up high even when
you're miserable."

“Focus on faith” especially during times
when on might be feeling
overwhelmed.

”When you leave a room, leave it well as you never
know where the occupants of that room will find
you somewhere in their life' sit at same table with
'VIPs' but not eat from same pot if your integrity
has to be affected.“

“You are a true source of inspiration for your
simplicity, accessibility and your resolute
orientation towards people.”
'Don’t turn down spaces to speak'.

Temilola Adeoye

“The more successful you are, the more you
question yourself. It’s because you are
wandering, How did I get here? It’s not a
bad thing to do. It’s part of the
learning process."
Fiona Mhone

Aminata Ndiaye

Falmata
Mahamat

“If your intentions are pure, nothing could
stop them. It’s an amazing opportunity to
serve humanity. Your integrity is
important, don’t even loose it.”

“Listen to yourself.
keep your inner core
and faith”
Chaltu Daniel Kalbessa
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Amadou
Mounirah
Bissiri

“Hold your head up high
and your shoulders back
even when it's miserable,
even when you feel like the
whole world is collapsing
around you. Africa is where
it all started. We need to
grab that back to serve
humanity with humility.”

Gloria
Kembabazi

”Sometimes one has to creatively
navigate uncomfortable spaces
in order to drive change, without
having to compromise one’s
sense of integrity.”
Julia Negumbo

Amanda
Yahaya

“Have within your
core that you want
to make a
difference.”

“You can rewrite the
African narrative, be
the African narrative."
"Integrity is everything."
Mathabo
Mohwaduba

“Don’t compromise your values.
Your integrity is important and
once you compromise it once, you
lose it. Focus on your mission.”

“Dump
on God.“
Julia Ojiambo

AU-UNDP Partnership

